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Abstract—Ubiquitous digitalization has led to the continuous generation of large amounts of digital data, both in organizations and in society at large. In the requirements engineering community, there has been a growing interest in considering digital data as new sources for requirements elicitation, in addition to stakeholders. The volume, dynamics, and variety of data makes iterative requirements elicitation increasingly continuous, but also unstructured and complex, which current agile methods are unable to consider and manage in a systematic and efficient manner. There is also the need to support software evolution by enabling a synergy of stakeholder-driven requirements elicitation and management with data-driven approaches. In this study, we propose extension of agile requirements elicitation by applying situational method engineering. The research is grounded on two studies in the business domains of video games and online banking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agile methodologies have been guiding rapid development of minimum viable products, which evolve through team-based practices that facilitate timely improvements [1]. Relevant to requirements engineering are continuous communication with the customer, rapid customer’s feedback, late and limited documentation, frequent system releases, and quick reaction to change.

Agile practices fit well when big data is considered as the source of requirements: many data are continuously emerging, enabling thus timely changes and refinements of requirements in later releases; and once collected they may be stored for different processing at any time; upon processing is completed, the data can be condensed by grouping similar information. As a result, there are ongoing efforts to support and enrich requirements elicitation activities by automatically mining and processing digital data for information about requirements, and support requirements engineers in their decisions about which requirements to include in upcoming system releases [2].

There is a wide spectrum of digital data sources that may be exploited. In contrast to human sources, i.e. stakeholders, digital sources continuously generate data that is often not originally created for the purposes of requirements elicitation, e.g. on forums, microblogs, machine-generated trace logs, and sensor data. Streams of large volumes of data can be exploited to enable automation of a continuous requirements elicitation process using AI techniques that, for instance, combine natural language processing and machine learning [3]. On the other hand, the characteristics of big data (in terms of volume, velocity, variety, and veracity) present numerous challenges in effectively extracting and aggregating requirements-pertinent information, which requires a combination of various algorithms and data processing techniques, as well as the identification of appropriate analytical tasks. These decisions are highly dependent on the type of digital source that is targeted. Furthermore, as the data is not created explicitly for requirements elicitation, it tends to be limited in terms of completeness and correctness with respect to a canonical requirements format that is understandable and feasible to develop and implement. Consequently, data-driven requirements elicitation outcomes risk to be of low effectiveness and practical use [4], or requiring a substantial manual effort [5].

While many companies are increasingly interested in exploiting the potential value and opportunities that these data sources provide for requirements engineering, they face the challenge of understanding how to collect, analyse, and aggregate data using existing techniques and apply data-driven requirements elicitation principles such that actionable insights concerning requirements can be generated. This is a highly complex task, not considered by current requirements elicitation methods, which still focus on traditional stakeholder-oriented approaches [6].

We therefore aim at organizing the existing body of research on data-driven requirements elicitation into a holistic method that we build by applying Situational Method Engineering [7]. The aim is thereby to take into consideration the various situations that organisations can face and to put together different intentions, conditions, and alternatives to guide them in effectively using their heterogenous digital data and processing it with suitable techniques and algorithms for elicitation of requirements.

II. BACKGROUND

Data-Driven Requirements Elicitation (DDRE). DDRE is motivated by the increasing inflow of user feedback, both in the form of natural language (e.g., discussion forums, online and app reviews, microblogs) and machine-generated sources (e.g., usage data, sensor data) [2][8]. Most of efforts has focused on identifying and classifying requirements-related information from few sources such as user feedback and machine-generated data. A systematic literature review of DDRE techniques showed that there is still a lack of methods to combine more diverse types of data sources [9]. Recently, more holistic views on DDRE have been presented, which integrate information from different sources, based on domain ontologies [10], metamodeling [11] or contextual user feedback gathering [12]. This information is the basis upon which requirements engineers may elicit requirements of different kinds, e.g. quality requirements [13]. Although these studies provide applicable solutions, they do not address the fact that DDRE highly depends on contextual factors such as available data sources or the expertise of the company, and thus adoption of DDRE is still an ad-hoc process.
Situational Method Engineering (SME). SME provides theory and guidance to build situation-specific, adaptable and configurable methods [7]. The key to success lies in the modularity of the methods, defined in terms of building blocks, and the ability to handle various situations. In this work we apply the SME approach using method chunks as method building blocks [14]. A method chunk is an autonomous part of a method supporting the achievement of a particular software engineering goal. It provides guidelines to reach the goal and defines the artefacts to be used and produced by applying the method chunk. The fitness of the method chunk to a particular situation is specified with a set of context criteria [14]. The composition of method chunks is based on the Map approach [15], which allows to express the method process model in terms of engineering intentions and strategies to achieve the intentions. Several strategies can be defined to achieve an intention, thereby expressing variability and flexibility in the method specification and implementation. Each strategy has to be implemented by at least one method chunk. At each step of the method, the choice of a strategy and method chunks is driven by context criteria. SME has already been used in disciplines as software evolution [16] and open-source adoption [17]. In this paper, we apply a similar approach to DDRE.

III. RESEARCH APPROACH

Our research follows Peffers’ et al. incremental and iterative approach to Design Science [18], as explained below.

Problem Identification. Many business organizations are increasingly interested in exploiting the potential value and opportunities that digital data sources provide for eliciting requirements continuously and in near real-time. While considering data in the requirements engineering process can provide a number of advantages, it also requires solving complex challenges on the way. We present in Section IV two case studies facing the challenge of understanding how to collect, analyse, and aggregate data using existing techniques and apply DDRE principles such that a) actionable requirements-related insights can be generated, and b) they adhere to the development practices in use. This is a highly complex task and not methodologically considered by current stakeholder-oriented elicitation approaches.

Design. Building on top of the case studies, we synthesise the objectives of the solution. On the one hand, we realized that different companies, or even projects inside a company, build their own approaches to DDRE combining existing techniques and methods in different ways. Furthermore, we also got acquainted that the configuration of the DDRE approach depends on contextual factors whose explicit identification and analysis would add rationale to the definition of the method. Therefore, we argue that SME is the right approach to define the most adequate DDRE method for an organization. We present in Section V the fundamentals of the application of SME for our purposes, introducing a process and a metamodel with correctness conditions.

Development. Once the conceptual approach has been decided to be SME, we elaborate a particular solution that we present in Section VI. We first present the method process map composed of four main intentions, a number of strategies to achieve them and a representative sample of context criteria, elicited from the two case studies. We then provide insights for every intention, illustrating them with some method chunks that are described in terms of the metamodel presented in Section V.

Demonstration and Evaluation. One relevant activity of Design Science is the demonstration of how the designed artefacts can be used to address the explicated problem. We provide a demonstration by showing how the problems of the two case studies can be addressed by the designed solution, i.e. how the SME method allows complementing an agile stakeholder-driven approach to data-driven. We also conducted a preliminary, extraneous evaluation of the proposed solution by doing explorative interviewing with several agile development experts and data scientists of the two companies to describe the envisioned method for the elicitation process and its contextualization, and to get the feedback of how the proposed application of SME can solve or alleviate the practical problems outlined in Section IV.

IV. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

We carried out two case studies to identify the problems concerning methodological support for DDRE. In both cases, the success of offered products and services relies heavily on the preferences of customers and end-users, whose number is up to several millions per software product. The case studies showed a high orientation towards the use of digital data for acquisition of requirements and for integrating these into agile development approaches, while each company has its own situation.

A. Case Study: Game Development

Context: The company focusesprimarily on developing “endless” historical and grand-themed strategy video games, role-playing games and management simulators.

Methodology: We conducted semi-structured interviews and focus meetings that engaged the company’s CTO, as well as Product Owner, Data Analyst, and Developer roles. Closed questions were used to obtain the information presented in Table I, while open discussion led to insights about data sources, challenges of data collection and analysis, as well as perceptions about the value of automating these activities to increase efficiency of processing and mapping the data to requirements.

Observations: As playfulness and attractiveness of the games is vital, the company is continuously deciding on the right evolution directions for their games. Concerning NL sources for the acquisition of requirements, popular games have a large player base that continuously comments on the game and its features, primarily using online gaming forums and Twitter. A small group consisting of the most dedicated players (approx. 100) are also able to report issues or “bugs” using an issue tracking system. As for machine-sourced data, the playing sequences from the user logs are continuously collected and analysed in order to discover dominant player types, e.g. action-oriented, social, or “lone wolfs”. An external eye-tracker service is moreover used for obtaining statistics on player behaviour, i.e. concerning eye gazes, moves, and fixation. Other digital sources, e.g. policy documents on ethics and privacy, are consulted in relation to the development of game features. However, this data is currently processed manually, in an ad-hoc manner. Product owners and developers frequently meet to read and discuss gathered data with the aim of creating request-for-change items corresponding to several user stories, or to improve existing features.

Results: The main business concern is to please the players’ requests regarding new features and to minimize negative feedback. Much time is therefore spent on (manually) analysing the
collected data: what is requested, whether it comes from influential players, from many players, etc. The company is eager to automate analysis and to create methods that would enable them to gain insights with respect to needed changes and desired features so that they can be timely pushed to development.

B. Case Study: Online Banking

Context: Financial services are offered according to various business models; a recent one is online banking, where customers are able to conduct financial activities via the Internet.

Methodology: We carried out interview sessions with the Engineering Manager (following the same structure as in Case Study A), who provided insights concerning the gathering of requirements from digital data sources, reflecting a lack of a structured method for supporting the company’s need to optimize development resources, removal of individual biases for requirements prioritization, and the need for more rapid system releases.

Observations: The efficiency of the online banking platform is the major concern to satisfy and grow the customer base. It is therefore critical to obtain customer feedback, which is currently collected by the company’s online support unit from emails, telephone calls, and chats. The agile development team also reviews data from social media data (Twitter) on a regular basis. As requests for changes emerge, different disclaimers need to be checked and added from regulatory documents of the company. The machine-sourced data are used for analysing the outcomes of event log monitoring, mainly for discovering suspicious behaviour and patterns related to financial fraud, but not for the assessment of system functionality. As in Case Study A, heterogeneous data are processed manually towards possible tickets for adding or changing user stories.

Results: The company is concerned by a slow and subjective interpretation of the raw data due to a lack of routines and mechanisms for analysing large and similar data, often due to missing or incomplete information on data importance. Another concern is an increasing tendency of refining requirements too upfront (also discussed in [19]), hence the company is eager for more utilization of digital data for requirements evolution.

C. Summary and Research Question

We summarize the insights on DDRE from the two cases as:

- be able to automatically collect large amounts of digital data from the sources that are relevant to the business to support a systematic and objective requirements elicitation;
- know how to implement data processing and modelling depending on which digital data sources are targeted;
- collect as complete data as possible to enable identification of data sources, desired behaviour and benefits, to support filling the requirements and motivations behind;
- fully automate the initial processing of the data, such as sentiment analysis and classification, i.e. the tasks where automation would provide high accuracy;
- use semi-automated processing in further processing (i.e. in aggregation and mapping to requirements) with human-expert involvement and control to ensure that new requirements follow the established product strategy;
- continuously collect, process, and map data to enable refinement of requirements in short iterations to support minimal initial software release and frequent evolution;
- visualize, i.e., create the inventory of the activities being applied in the process of digital data acquisition to be able to analyse it, reuse it, and improve it.

This list of issues concerns the lack of a holistic approach to collecting, analysing, and aggregating relevant big data such that it can be incorporated into their agile approach to requirements development. Hence the main research question addressed in our paper is: how software development companies can methodologically augment their current agile RE approach in place to complement elicitation by human stakeholders with data-driven, while leveraging skills and resources according to the relevance of the big data?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business domain</th>
<th>Game development</th>
<th>Online banking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Products</td>
<td>Over 20 strategy games</td>
<td>Savings and investments, loans and pensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Serving 4 Northern European countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company size</td>
<td>~500 employees</td>
<td>~500 employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of customers</td>
<td>~12 000 000 players</td>
<td>~1 000 000 customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sources</td>
<td>Online internal reviews (“Steam”), forums (Paradox, Reddit, etc.), Twitter, user/system logs, eye-tracking systems</td>
<td>Social media (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn), online customer service (mails, chatbots, phone-desk), transaction logs, compliance regulations (e.g., privacy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of data</td>
<td>NL- and machine-sourced</td>
<td>NL- and machine-sourced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance of data</td>
<td>Focus on reviews and online forums for obtaining data on bugs and suggestions for improvements; eye-tracking service used for deep issues; Twitter mainly used to promote games (~50,000 followers per game)</td>
<td>Focus on system features from comments on social media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools for collection of digital data</td>
<td>Combination of in-house and off-the-shelf tools; collection mainly automated</td>
<td>External data, e.g., from social media, is collected manually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools for analysis of data</td>
<td>Primarily manual data analysis, except for eye-tracking; no ML models in production; bug reports, feature requests and change requests</td>
<td>Analysis is done manually; ML techniques are desired, but not yet developed/in use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method for generating requirements from digital data</td>
<td>No automated processing and classification of different players’ data, nor structured mapping to requirements; measures are also manually monitored; team meetings are used to create “requirements items”.</td>
<td>No structured or automated processing of digital data and of different data sources; Product Owner calls team meetings to create “tickets” that are mainly epics, leading to requirements for the backlog.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. DESIGN

We adopt Basili’s et al. experience factory concept [20] in our approach. Two main processes arise: (i) definition and evolution of the experience base, in our case the method process map and associated method chunk catalogue; (ii) application of the experience base in a particular situation. Both processes rely on the conceptual model depicted in Fig. 1, based on [11][16]. The salmon-shadowed part represents the experience base, the blue-shadowed part its application in a company, and the purple-shadowed part is shared by both. Process maps are composed of intentions connected by strategies. Method chunks implement a strategy applicable in a certain context represented by the possible values of context criteria. Chunks produce output artefacts by executing an activity over input artefacts, and are exerted by a number of roles (for clarity, artefacts, activities and roles are represented as method elements). Chunks can exhibit relations, e.g. conflict and requires, and also structural ones such as specialization and composition. Meanwhile, the situation of a company is represented by a set of value assignments to context criteria. As a result, the method for a company is composed by a set of method chunks, fulfilling two correctness conditions:

CC1. The value assignment to context criteria in the situation is compatible with the values assigned in the method chunks.
CC2. The selected method chunks fulfill their relations (e.g., all chunks required by selected chunks are also selected).

When a company chooses to apply our SME-based approach to build a method for DDRE, it should apply the following steps:

1) Understanding the company’s overall goals and current way of working. The main outcome of this step is the description of the situation (i.e., values that apply to the context criteria).
2) Identification of method chunks already in place in the company. In the general case, the company will be already collecting and processing data, and possibly even aggregating them somehow to support the requirements elicitation process. By exploring the experience base, the method chunks that correspond to these strategies already in place can be identified.
3) Selection of additional method chunks to compose a complete DDRE model. With the help of a recommender system, this step will suggest the method chunks that satisfy the remaining intentions and fulfill correctness conditions CC1 and CC2.

In all these steps, new or evolved method chunks and context criteria can be added to the experience base.

VI. DEVELOPMENT

The goal of our method is to generate different requirements items (user stories, epics, quality criteria) in the product backlog (i.e., requirements specification) by semi-automatically collecting, analysing and aggregating big data coming from different sources. We build our method based on recent work [11][16], the literature review reported in Section II, and especially the data collected from companies (Section IV). Although our case study companies are following the agile practices in requirements elicitation, the method is envisioned to be compatible with even other elicitation approaches.

To deal with the modularity, consistency and completeness of the method, we built a multi-dimensional taxonomy of digital data sources, see Fig. 2. Each data source is described on three dimensions: Producer type, Collection means and Data format, which are farther refined into categories and sub-categories. We do not claim it is complete, but rather it proposes an outline for future development; furthermore, it is easily extendible.

We identify four main intentions to be reached to attain the above goal, depicted in Fig. 3 as a process map and described below. We also present in TABLE II. a representative sample of context criteria emerging from our case studies, ready to specify the situation of the involved companies and guide the selection of the method chunks best suited to their situation. Some of them apply at the level of the company (e.g., C1-C4). Others are specific of a subset of intentions (e.g., C5 applies to Collect, while C6 to both Collect and Analyse). Others are applied repeatedly, like C7, which in fact is a family \{C7_d\} for every data source d identified in C5 (same for C8). Further experiences will help identifying new criteria, cf. Section V.

![Fig. 2. Taxonomy of digital data sources](image)

**TABLE II. CONTEXT CRITERIA FOR ELICITATION METHOD CONSTRUCTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context criterion</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1. Data relevance towards elicitation</td>
<td>Essential, Valuable, Marginal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2. Expertise required in the company</td>
<td>High, Medium, Basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3. Resources assigned to adopt DDRE</td>
<td>High, Medium, Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4. Frequency of releases</td>
<td>Continuous, Frequent, Staged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5. Available data collection means</td>
<td>Emails, Reviews, … (see Fig. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6. Format of available data</td>
<td>Log file, Image, … (see Fig. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7. Amount of data per data source</td>
<td>Very high, High, Medium, Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8. Data quality per data source</td>
<td>Excellent, High, Fair, Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Collect Data.** As there are many different digital data source types, each of them requiring a particular data collection approach, the method process map includes one strategy per data Collection means (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the method should provide at least one method chunk per data collection means; see
Based on ontologies and/or ML, yielding to identifying top-used [21]. Existing techniques for data aggregation are based on ontologies and/or ML, yielding to ontology-based, ML-based and hybrid strategies. Beyond the technical approach adopted, other aspects may be considered, for instance, whether the two data sources are merged [10] or used sequentially [12], or whether the approach provides some facilitation aspects as software analytics tools [22]. All these aspects should be captured by new strategies and method chunks.

### Map to Backlog Item

The aggregated candidate requirements have to be mapped into the product backlog items as defined in agile methods, i.e. user stories, epics, quality criteria, constraints. We see here two mapping strategies, integrated and ad-hoc. The integrated strategy smoothly aligns with the previous steps so that all the process can be contemplated as a holistic cycle. Examples of method chunks are given in [13][23], where the emerging requirements are finally stored in a backlog. The ad-hoc strategy refers to usual requirements elicitation techniques that may benefit from the collected and aggregated data but still are classical in this sense. For instance, [24] proposes gamification involving key stakeholders into a collaborative endeavour to transform and prioritize users’ feature requests into requirements. Automation of the mapping task is demanding for achieving and will probably require human interaction [25].

### VII. Evaluation

In the first Design Science cycle, we evaluated our SME-based approach to DDRE in two different ways (cf. Section III).

First, we re-examined the two case studies described in Section IV to evaluate the feasibility of the different elements of our solution, presented in sections VI and VII. Our case studies showed that not all companies use the same types of digital data source; probably no single company uses all of them. The modularity of SME allowed selecting only those method chunks that are pertinent for each company, i.e. fitting the company’s situation. Given the context criteria that apply to data collection, remarkably C6 to C8, per each data source type we recommend to assess the relevance of the data towards requirements elicitation and whether the amount and quality of data is sufficient.

As illustration, the gaming company is, as described for that case, collecting the data from several sources, while players’ forum blogs, and eye-tracking logs are essential for them; i.e. for the company relevance is a vital factor due to the strategic focus of satisfying the user base. In contrast, for the banking company, the cost of implementing in addition to relevance is important, and the company chooses to set the essential focus to microblogs, and policy artefacts; and e-mails are also important because the customers are used to this means for asking or reporting some issues. The gaming company would need NLP in combination with ML for efficient processing and analysis of massive forum posts, while different programmatic techniques for the analysis of the quantitative data obtained from eye-tracking systems for recognizing playing behaviour patterns.

In more detail, for the gaming company, it is very important to, upon forum complaints as “...to find the button for a detailed map is a ‘mission impossible’”, or “I am trying...but the button is simply not there!”, understand by the eye-tracking logs how long it takes to find the button; therefore, the aggregation of these data becomes relevant to objectively decide for going towards a request for requirement change or not. SME allows combining the appropriate strategies to implement this intention.

In a second step, we conducted exploratory interviews with the studied companies to obtain an ex-ante opinion about our
After we presented them the purpose of SME, we decided to focus the interviews on the adequacy of the context criteria (see Table II), because they are key to success for the approach: if context criteria are unclear or do not discriminate significantly among different strategies to achieve intentions, our approach will not deliver appropriate results. Below we summarize the main highlights emerging from our interviews:

- All the suggested criteria are relevant;
- C1 is the first criterion that should be used to determine if DDRE is valuable for a company/software product;
- C2 and C3 could be further refined in terms of possible categories of skills and types of resources;
- C4 is important to know to be able to catch “hot” requirements on time;
- C5 is very important to determine as a number of data sources are not (directly) available, or they have some constraints for access;
- C6 provides valuable information on the techniques and tools that should be prioritized;
- C7, C8 relate to essential parameters; e.g. volume of data determines the needed processing and storage resources.

As some possibly missing aspects, the respondents emphasized that the determination of the relevant data sources could be extended from the company to the entire business sector to be able to collect even the data of similar businesses. We also got some interesting remarks, e.g., (i) sources with high volume of data are more important typically than those with smaller volume because they say “more”, (ii) the need to handle constraints in some data sources in terms of privacy and other legal issues.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this emerging research paper, we have laid the foundations for the systematic design of context-aware DDRE methods, for guiding the collection of data from heterogeneous digital sources, processing, aggregation, and mapping to system requirements. The research is technically based upon SME principles, and methodologically based upon design science, for which we have presented the first cycle.

Our study aims to provide business organizations a systematic automated aid for dealing with the complexity of digital data management, according to different business conditions, available and prioritized data sources, and different techniques for data processing, analysis, and predictions. Applying SME for this aim makes our research novel and, most importantly, adaptable to a variety of business contexts. Despite the fact that our case study companies are following the agile practices in requirements elicitation, the method is envisioned and planned for further development to be compatible with even other elicitation approaches and frameworks.

Future work is framed in the second design science cycle. We plan to evolve the current proof-of-concept artefact by: (i) involving more software companies both to better scope the problem and evaluate the solution, (ii) elaborating a more complete experience factory (method chunks and context criteria), (iii) developing a recommender system to apply our method in an organization (and thus conduct a proper evaluation).
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